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 With this prosperity of knowledge and encounter shared, you will understand the genuine joy,
fun, and rewards of the beauty industry and how to meet up with the challenges of situations
that may be demanding and overwhelming. Since every mistake can be costly--whether it's to
your spending budget, your time and effort, or your emotions--the contents of the book will cause
you to shear wealth! You can read, filled with useful illustrations, and is sure to answer questions
that you didn't even know you had!This book is for designers, salon owners, and the ones who
want to be a salon owner. The wealth of understanding on these web pages will guide you
through your journey to do more, be more, and get more!
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  Must have for anybody who owns/manages a hair salon.! A must browse for salon owners and
designers!! Quick, easy go through too.Terrific book built about years of genuine experience with
practical . Finally, a very clear concise way to judge yourself, your business, also to determine the
next move. clear For the new or seasoned stylist & salon owners, ESSENTIAL READ!!. easy & With
years of proven success, be kind to yourself, don't reinvent the procedure, just follow the
publication! Take yourself to another level, easy & very clear, the information in this book can
improve anyone's lifestyle who makes the decision to be more effective tomorrow than you are
today.. After having worked in a salon for a lot more than 20 years as a salon coordinator, I loved
this book! Though it is directed more to salon owners and designers, I came across it to be a
wealth of info! (Pun intended). The author can be funny and witty.! Excellent book with many true
to life applications Exceptional book with many real life applications. The journey you experience
while reading is truly enjoyable. I especially loved the specific examples that were given. A must
Self-explanatory outline and strategies for achievement in your salon. A Quick Easy Read This
book ought to be in the hand of every salon owner or stylist. An excellent source of proven useful
wisdom for an effective career.A must read! I hope you get as very much from it for your
organization as I did. Terrific book built in years of real experience with useful applications. There
is absolutely no reinventing the steering wheel here, you will know how to create and sustain an
effective business. You must have this book if you are entering the hair business today or in the
future. Realistic, useful and streamlined method of the business you love!
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